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The Microsoft DirectX 9 Programmable Graphics PipelineMicrosoft Press, 2003
Interactive 3-D graphics is one of the most rapidly advancing technologies ever applied to entertainment. The clear trend of increasing entertainment richness and sophistication that started with the era of Pong shows no sign of slowing. 

Over the next few years, the visual quality and realism of interactive 3-D graphics will grow to...
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Symfony 1.3 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
With its flexible architecture, the Symfony framework allows you to build modern web applications and web services easily and rapidly. The MVC components separate the logic from the user interface and therefore make developing, changing, and testing your applications much faster. Using Symfony you can minimize repetitive coding tasks, optimize...
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Adobe InDesign CS6 on Demand (2nd Edition)Que, 2012

	Need answers quickly? Adobe InDesign CS6 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.

	

	Numbered Steps guide you through each task

	

	See Also points you to related information...
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The iPhone Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the iPhone SDK (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
The iPhone and iPod touch aren’t just attracting millions of new users; their breakthrough development platform enables programmers to build tomorrow’s killer applications. If you’re getting started with iPhone programming, this book brings together tested, ready-to-use code for hundreds of the challenges you’re most likely...
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NHibernate 2.x Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	NHibernate is an open source object-relational mapper, or simply put, a way to retrieve data from your database into standard .NET objects. Quite often we spend hours designing the database, only to go back and re-design a mechanism to access that data and then optimize that mechanism. This book will save you time on your project, providing...
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From Signals to Colours: A Case-based Atlas of Electroanatomic Mapping in Complex Atrial arrhythmiasSpringer, 2007

	What is a complex case? Although the concept of what is complex may be personal, there is a

	common sense of complexity in electrophysiology. In most cases, a complex case involves a patient

	who comes or is referred after a single or multiple unsuccessful procedures in other centres and is

	still suffering from the same or a similar...
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Mastering JuliaPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Build statistical models with linear regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA)
	
		Create your own modules and contribute to the Julia package system
	
		Complete an extensive data science project through the entire cycle from ETL to analytics and data visualization


...
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Introduction to Microdisplays (Wiley Series in Display Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Microdisplays are tiny, high-resolution electronic displays, designed for use in magnifying optical systems such as HDTV projectors and near-eye personal viewers. As a result of research and development into this field, Microdisplays are   incorporated in a variety of visual electronics, notably new 3G portable communications devices,...
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Building an RPG with Unity 2018: Leverage the power of Unity 2018 to build elements of an RPG., 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build a high-end, multiplayer role-playing game (RPG) from scratch with C# and Unity 2018

	
		Key Features

		
			Get insights into Unity's user interface (UI) system and and build UIs for your RPG
	
			Implement artificial intelligence (AI) to build intelligent entities that take...
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Metal-Polymer NanocompositesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A nanocluster is a tiny chunk of the bulk measuring a few nanometers with
a finite number of atoms in it. Nano-sized metals with sizes in the range of 1–
50 nm are considered important and are obtainable as sols—a dispersion of a
solid in a liquid. Metal sols possess fascinating colors and have long been used
as dyes...
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A Simple Guide to Flash XPrentice Hall, 2002
Since the emergence of the World Wide Web less than a decade ago, graphic artists have demanded more and more from their software whilst also requiring fast download times for their finished masterpieces. In the past few years, Macromedia® Flash™ has become the de facto standard Web design tool for creating interactive animated...
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Graph-Theoretic Concepts in Computer Science: 37th International Workshop, WG 2011Springer, 2012

	The 37th International Workshop on Graph-Theoretic Concepts in Computer Science (WG 2011) took place in Tepl´a Monastery, Czech Republic, during June 21–24, 2011. It was attended by 80 participants who came from all over the world not only to deliver or listen to interesting talks, but also to celebrate the 65th birthday of Ludek...
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